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14. ABSTRACT ! As!our!basic!understanding!of!the!human!genome!evolves,!we!are!beginning!to!appreciate!that!it!is!not!a!static!entity! but!rather!a!plastic!one!acquiring!de#novo!mutations!and!structural!changes.!!A!number!of!recent!studies!suggest!that! breast!cancer!is!initiated!through!disrupted!DNA!repair!processes,!leading!to!a!destabilized!genome,!in!turn!promoting! a!heterogeneous!primary!lesion!from!which!a/many!subpopulation(s)!acquire!general!or!organ!specific!metastatic! potential.!!I!aim!to!identify!and!characterize!the!specific!mutations!that!at!acquired!during!breast!cancer!metastasis.!!To! do!this!paired!primary!and!metastatic!breast!cancer!samples!have!been!obtained!and!used!for!targeted!and!genome4 wide!analyses.!!Large!insert!mate4pair!sequencing!will!commence!in!the!coming!months!and!will!represent!a!wealth!of! data!and!will!surely!provide!valuable!results!describing!the!process!of!breast!cancer!metastasis.!!Additionally,!a! homozygous!deletion!in!NCOR2/SMRT!was!detected!and!is!being!further!characterized!and!validated.!!Attached!herein,! I!provide!a!detailed!progress!report!for!this!project.! ! ! 15. SUBJECT TERMS !breast!cancer!structural!change,!copy!number!variant! NA19240$ (dele4on)$ (2011) Lymph node metastasis (2011) Liver metastasis (2011) Brain metastasis (2011) Lung metastasis (2011) 
